
MEDIA STRATEGIST & DESIGNER

Meagen M. Gibson, 
Human Resources Manager
189 S Orange Ave #2020
Orlando, FL 32801

Address
2005 Lake Baldwin Lane
Orlando, FL 32814

Contact
jgbneves@gmail.com
+1407-558-7348

Dear Ms. Gibson:

I am writing in regards to the creative position at Purple, Rock, Scissors. As a recent Full Sail 
graduate in Media Communications along with 5 years of agency experience in project manage-
ment, I know my diverse skills, passion for media design, creative thinking, and multimedia storytel-
ling will make me an asset to your team. I am absolutely passionate about the combination of 
creative strategy, purposeful design and technology. I believe that when they are thoughtfully 
combined, they have the power to connect to their audience and get their message across. 

By the way, congratulations on being a nominee for The Webby Awards, your website indeed 
reflects your attention to detail and expertise in branding, UX, and creative digital storytelling. Like 
PRPL, I also believe that the question “why” should be at the forefront of any creative project as it is 
what gives meaning to the work and provides end-users with a remarkable experience. 

You see, through my professional journey, I had the honor of managing various web-related 
projects at award-winning agencies in the US and abroad. These projects varied from mobile apps, 
traditional media campaigns, and six-figured web strategies. While these experiences added great 
value to my leadership, planning, organization, and communication skills, I really wanted to create. 
So in 2013 I decided to leave the “agency life” and sit back on a student chair. Full Sail was my 
university of choice, as the media communications program described exactly how I wanted the 
following 20 months of my life to unfold. While at Full Sail, I received two Course Director Awards 
(New Media Tools, and Graphic Design), and was to actively working in related outside projects. 

I am thrilled at the possibility of being part of the Purple, Rock, Scissors experience and would love 
the opportunity to meet with you and discuss the value that I can bring to your team of creative 
geniuses. I appreciate your consideration and look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Juliana Graciano Baldez Neves 
407.558.7777


